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ABSTRACT
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are ubiquitous. Scalable large-area ar-
rays of MEMS on a variety of substrates, including flexible substrates, have many
potential applications. Novel methods for additive fabrication of thin (125±15
nm thick) suspended gold membranes on a variety of rigid and flexible cavity-
patterned substrates for MEMS applications are reported. The deflection of these
membranes, suspended over cavities in a dielectric layer atop a conducting elec-
trode, can be used to produce sounds or monitor pressure. The reported fab-
rication methods employ contact-printing, and avoid fabrication of MEMS di-
aphragms via wet or deep reactive-ion etching, which in turn removes the need for
etch-stops and wafer bonding. Elevated temperature processing is also avoided
to enable MEMS fabrication on flexible polymeric substrates. Thin films up to
12.5 mm2 in area are fabricated. The MEMS devices are electrically actuated and
the resulting membrane deflection is characterized using optical interferometry.
Preliminary sound production is demonstrated, and further applications of this
technology are discussed.
Thesis Supervisor: Vladimir Bulovid
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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of a viscoelastic substrate, such as PDMS, coated with an organic release
layer, upon which a thin film of metal has been evaporated. The stamp
is brought into contact with the metal film on the transfer pad, and it
is rapidly peeled away, picking lip the metal film from the transfer pad.
The metal film bridges the gaps across the ridges in the PDMS if the
stamp is peeled away from the donor transfer pad fast enough. The
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1.3 Capacitance-voltage measurements for two devices (inset: geometry)
tested as MEMS variable capacitors. As the voltage across the device
increases, the electrostatic force of attraction between the gold mem-
brane and the ITO electrode increases, causing the gold membrane to
bow. The bowing of the gold membrane decreases the spacing between
the two electrodes of the capacitor, hence, increasing the capacitance.
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2.3 When pressure is applied perpendicular to the plane of the circular mem-
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2.4 We can group many small air cavities together in a PDMS substrate and
electrically connect them in parallel by covering them with a common
gold film electrode. The gold film is a parallelogram in shape so that it
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mizing the capacitance from the surrounding PDMS. The figure is not
drawn to scale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
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Chapter 1
Microelectromechanical Systems
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are devices that have components on
the order of 1 micrometer to 100 micrometers in size that are typically fabri-
cated on a silicon substrate. MEMS encompass a wide range of electronic sensors
and actuators such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, pressure sensors, chemical sen-
sors, etc. These devices are ubiquitous in consumer electronics such as hand-held
gaming devices, gaming controllers, cellular phones, and camera-lens stabilizers.
Accelerometers and gyroscopes are also used for vehicular stability and control in
cars. MEMS also have a variety of industrial applications for precise measurement
of linear and rotational motion and detection of forces, air and gas pressures, and
other physical phenomenon. It is desirable to extend the functionality of MEMS
to different form factors including large area arrays of sensors and actuators, and
various substrate materials. Large area MEMS consist of arrays of numerous
MEMS devices fabricated on a single substrate. Each MEMS device in an array
acts as an individual sensor and senses the physical phenomenon such as force
or pressure in its immediate local area. Therefore, all the sensors in a large area
array can provide information about the physical phenomenon as it varies across
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the large area of the array. However, scalable large area MEMS have yet to be
fabricated cost-efficiently, and on substrates other than silicon. Large area MEMS
arrays have a variety of potential applications-they can be used as phased-array
sensors for acoustic imaging, as sensor skins in humans and vehicles, and for wind-
tunnel testing [11. Conventionally, pressure sensors are placed at a finite number
of points on a surface of a body that is being tested in a wind-tunnel. The data
from these finite number of pressure sensors is then extrapolated to deduce the
air pressure conditions at areas between the pressure sensors. Large area MEMS
arrays reduce the need for the extrapolation of sensor data due to the high spatial
resolution of the sensors in these arrays, thus enabling pressure to be sensed across
the surface of the body with greater accuracy. Additionally, in order to fabricate
large-area sensor arrays that can act as sensor skins and conform to the shape
of the vehicle or the human body, it is desirable to fabricate these arrays on a
flexible substrate, such as polymeric substrates [11.
Even though MEMS on scalable, large area substrates or on flexible substrates
are desirable and have a great variety of potential applications, standard MEMS
fabrication processes are incompatible with plastic substrates. Conventional fab-
rication of MEMS devices involves processes that are typically used in microelec-
tronics fabrication [1], and are centered around using silicon as the substrate upon
which these devices are fabricated [2]. Processing of silicon to fabricate MEMS
devices often involves photolithography, harsh chemical etches, and elevated tem-
perature processing [1] for the growth of oxides and the deposition of polysilicon.
Additionally, since conventional microelectronics fabrication is limited to conven-
tional silicon wafer sizes [3], it is difficult to scale the area of arrays of MEMS
sensors to any particular size. Moreover, the harsh chemical etches and the el-
evated temperature processing make it difficult to fabricate MEMS devices on
24
flexible substrates that degrade under such processing.
Fabrication of flexible electronics using silicon processing techniques involves
fabricating the electronics on a silicon substrate and then bonding these structures
to flexible sheets. These structures are then released from the silicon substrate by
breaking small supports or by etching away a sacrificial layer [4]. However, this
process has not been used for MEMS fabrication.
1.1 Microcontact Printing of MEMS
Printing techniques which involve flexible polymeric stamps, like the ones em-
ployed by Rogers [4][5], fall under the more general category of microcontact
printing or soft lithography. Such techniques show promise for the patterning or
transfer of microscale films of a variety of materials. Microcontact printing can be
utilized for the fabrication of large area MEMS arrays on a variety of substrates,
including silicon. The approach to microcontact printing presented here involves
the use of a stamp and a donor transfer pad. The donor transfer pad consists of
a viscoelastic material coated with an organic release layer. A thin film of metal
is then deposited on top of the organic release layer via evaporation. The stamp
consists of a layer of patterned PDMS atop a glass slide that is coated with a layer
of electrically conducting indium tin oxide (ITO). The surface of this patterned
PDMS stamp is placed in contact with the thin metal film on the donor transfer
pad and then the stamp is rapidly peeled away, picking up the metal film. The
metal film ends up bridging the gaps in the patterns of the PDMS stamp, forming
a capacitive MEMS structure. A continuous film of metal is lifted off onto the
stamp only if the stamp is peeled off from the transfer pad rapidly, as discussed in
References [4] [5], where it is shown that a rapid peel rate greater than 5 ms1 en-
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Figure 1.1: An overview of the microcontact printing process. The stamp consists of
a PDMS layer that has been patterned with ridges that are about 25 Vm wide, with 25
Vm spacings between the ridges. The transfer pad consists of a viscoelastic substrate,
such as PDMS, coated with an organic release layer, upon which a thin film of metal has
been evaporated. The stamp is brought into contact with the metal film on the transfer
pad, and it is rapidly peeled away, picking up the metal film from the transfer pad. The
metal film bridges the gaps across the ridges in the PDMS if the stamp is peeled away
from the donor transfer pad fast enough. The diagram above is not drawn to scale.
hances adhesion between a viscoelastic polymer and silicon thin film components
and allows these thin film components to be lifted off from the substrate and onto
the viscoelastic polymer.
Microcontact printing does away with the harsh chemical etches and the el-
evated temperature processing typical of conventional MEMS fabrication tech-
niques. In fact, most of the processing after the organic and metal deposition can
be carried out at room temperature and pressure conditions. This enables the
use of a variety of substrates that would otherwise degrade at high temperatures
and pressures, such as flexible polymeric substrates. Additionally, since we are
no longer restricted to silicon substrates, the size of the substrates can be scaled
easily, enabling the fabrication of large-area sensor arrays.
1.2 Prior Work and State of the Art
In the Bulovic research group, we demonstrate the fabrication of a MEMS capaci-
tor structure using the contact lift-off transfer (Contact-Transfer) technique. The
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Contact-Transfer technique relies on the rapid removal of the patterned PDMS
stamp from the donor transfer pad to effect the transfer of a continuous film of
gold from the donor transfer pad to the patterned PDMS stamp. The rapid re-
moval of the patterned PDMS stamp is essential for the transfer of a continuous
gold film because the adhesion )etween the gold film (on the transfer pad) and
the PDMS ridges on the stamp is enhanced by a rapid peel rate. The removal of
the gold thin film from the transfer pad is also enhanced due to the weak van der
Waals bonding between the gold film and the organic release layer underneath it
on the transfer pad. This weak van der Waals bonding between the gold film and
the organic release layer is overcome by the kinetically controlled adhesive forces
between the PDMS ridges and the gold film, allowing the transfer of a continuous
film of gold that bridges the gaps between the PDMS ridges on the stamp. This
continuous gold film atop the air gaps between the PDMS ridges is flexible and it
can deflect in response to pressure. The resulting structure is a variable capaci-
tor that can be used as a MEMS device for sensing acceleration, pressure, sound
waves, and other physical phenomenon.
The organic used for the release layer is N,N'-diphenyl-N,N'- bis(3-methylphenyl)-
(1,1'-biphenyl)-4,4'-diamine (TPD). The TPD organic release layer is 90 nm thick
and the gold film is ~140 nm thick. The above technique is demonstrated for three
different sets of stamps. The first set of stamps has PDMS ridges that are 45 vm
wide, 25 vm apart and 1.2 vm high, with an underlying layer of PDMS that is 1.8
rm thick. The second set of devices has PDMS ridges that are 20 vm wide, 20 pm
apart and 2.2 im high, with an underlying layer of PDMS that is 12 tm thick.
Both of these stamps are fabricated on an ITO-coated glass substrate. The third
set of stamps is fabricated on a flexible, ITO-coated, 175-tm-thick polyethylene
terephthalate substrate [1]. Refer to Figure 1.2 for fabrication details. The oxygen
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plasma exposure time for the flexible substrate is reduced to 1 minute. All other
fabrication steps for the flexible substrate devices are the same as those for the
glass substrate devices.
Using the above-mentioned process flow, we fabricate a variable capacitor
structure whose capacitance varies from about 4.4 pF to 4.8 pF as the voltage
is swept from 0 V to 100 V, as shown in Figure 1.3. The resulting devices are
shown in Figure 1.4.
The fabricated MEMS variable capacitor can be used to sense air and gas
pressures. Thus, the next step is to model these capacitors as pressure sensors that
are capable of producing a measurable change in capacitance in response to a range
of applied pressures. Once the MEMS capacitors are modeled as pressure sensors,
a fabrication process is designed for fabricating these devices using microcontact
printing. Additionally, the fabrication steps are improved to remove the edge
effects that are present at the edges of the lifted-off gold membranes, as seen in
Figure 1.4. The poor edge-definition compromises control of the device geometry.
The edge-definition is poor because the gold membrane decreases in thickness at
its edges due to the deposition of the gold on the donor transfer pad via a shadow
mask. The current process, termed mesa-transfer, reduces the edge roughness of
the lifted-off gold membrane, and is used to fabricate capacitive MEMS structures.
These micro-contact printed structures are then characterized as pressure sensors
by demonstrating the deflection of the printed gold membranes via electrostatic
actuation.
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Contact-Transfer
Stamp Fabrication
1) PDMS is spun onto master mold
2) Electrode-coated substrate is brought
into contact with PDMS
3) PDMS is cured at 50*C/1 hr.
4) Stamp is removed from mold
Transfer Pad Fabrication
1) PDMS slab is prepared
2) PDMS surface is treated with oxygen plasma
3) Organic release layer is thermally evaporated
through a shadow mask
4) Metal film is subsequently evaporated through
the same shadow mask
Transfer Process
Conformal contact is made between the stamp and transfer pad.
Transfer of the metal film is achieved by rapidly peeling the stamp from the transfer pad.
Figure 1.2: Process flow for contact lift-off transfer, as demonstrated by Packard, Mu-
rarka, et al. The last picture in the process flow shows that the PDMS ridges on the
stamp are bridged by the lifted-off gold membrane, with air gaps between the ridges
and beneath the membrane. The resulting MEMS variable capacitor can be used as a
component of a variety of sensors [1].
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Figure 1.3: Capacitance-voltage measurements for two devices (inset: geometry) tested
as MEMS variable capacitors. As the voltage across the device increases, the electrostatic
force of attraction between the gold membrane and the ITO electrode increases, causing
the gold membrane to bow. The bowing of the gold membrane decreases the spacing
between the two electrodes of the capacitor, hence, increasing the capacitance. Image
courtesy [1].
a) b)
Transferred gold
membrane
Electrode
C)
Figure 1.4: Images of the devices formed by the Contact-Transfer process. a,c) Optical
microscopy images of completed devices that act as variable capacitors. b) A schematic
of completed devices. d) Photograph of devices fabricated on a flexible substrate [1].
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Chapter 2
Modeling of PDMS Spacer Layer
Pressure Sensors
The variable capacitor MEMS structure fabricated via microcontact printing can
be used to sense pressure as the gold membrane of the structure deflects in response
to applied pressure, hence changing the capacitance of the device. These MEMS
variable capacitors are modeled as pressure sensors that are capable of producing
a measurable change in capacitance for a range of applied pressures. This implies
that the membrane of the variable capacitor should be able to bow enough to
produce a measurable change in capacitance under pressures between 2 psi to
30 psi, without breaking, or losing its elasticity. The pressure range is chosen
to reflect the conditions most commonly encountered in wind-tunnel testing, with
the aim that these devices might eventually be suitable for fabricating sensor skins
for vehicular wind-tunnel testing.
The pressure sensor MEMS device is modeled as a circular cavity in a PDMS
spacer layer that sits atop an ITO-coated glass substrate. This cavity is bridged
by a gold membrane that serves as the top electrode that deflects in response
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to air pressure, as shown in Figure 2.1. The circular air cavity and its PDMS
supports are electrically modeled as two capacitors, C, and C2, in parallel with
each other, as shown in Figure 2.2. Capacitor C, comprises the capacitance of the
PDMS support structures that surround the air cavity in the PDMS layer. This
capacitance is assumed constant and it does not change in response to applied
pressure. Capacitor C2 consists of the capacitance of the air gap, Cair, in series
with the capacitance of the underlying residual PDMS layer, CPDMS. This residual
PDMS layer tends to act as a dielectric layer in capacitor C2. The capacitance
Cair changes in response to applied air pressure.
k radius, r
h
d
surrounding PDMS support structure
Figure 2.1: A cross-sectional schematic of the air cavity and the surrounding PDMS
support structure, being bridged by a gold membrane. The diagram is not drawn to
scale.
C, C2
Figure 2.2: An electrical model of the air cavity and the surrounding PDMS support
structure shown in Figure 2.1.
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The capacitance of C, is given by,
C O EPDMS Asupport 8.854 x 10-12 2.55 - Asuppor
1 d , (2.1)
where F0 = 8.854 x 10-12 (permittivity of free space), 6 PDMS = 2.55 (dielectric
constant of PDMS [6]), Asupport is the area of the PDMS supports surrounding the
circular cavity, and d is the distance between the top and bottom electrodes as
defined in Figure 2.1.
The capacitance of C2 is given by,
C2 = 6 FPDMS Amembrane (2.2)EPDMS (d - t) + t
where d is the distance between the top and bottom electrodes, t is the thickness
of the residual PDMS layer in the air cavity as defined in Figure 2.1, and Amembrane
is the area of the circular gold membrane that can deflect.
Since capacitances in parallel add, the net capacitance, Cdevice, of the air cavity
and its surrounding PDMS is given by,
COevice = C1 + C2 = 
6 EPDMS Asupport 60 E PDMS Amembrane
d ePDMS (d - (2.3)
If the circular cavity has a diameter of 1 mm and a surrounding annular PDMS
support structure of width k = 0.1 mm, then substituting d = 5 vm and t = 3 im
into Equation 2.3 yields a device capacitance, Cdevice, of about 3.7 pF. A 0.1 pF
change in the capacitance of the above-modeled air cavity is desired when pressure
is applied because a change of 0.1 pF can be measured easily by test circuitry.
Assuming uniform deflection of the gold membrane across its entire area-that is,
the gold membrane deflects by equal amounts everywhere across its surface-then
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a deflection of about 140 nm is needed to observe a change of 0.1 pF. However, in
reality, when pressure is applied on a circular membrane, it deflects the most at
its center and the least towards its edges. Hence, in reality for a 140 nm deflection
of the gold membrane at its center, a change in capacitance of less than 0.1 pF
for the whole device is expected.
The deflection of a circular membrane (that is supported at its edges) of radius
r, when a uniformly distributed force is applied perpendicular to the plane of the
membrane is shown in Figure 2.3 [7]. The membrane is assumed to be under
tension before the force is applied. Additionally, it is also assumed that the
deflection is purely elastic and recoverable, with no permanent deformation.
k radius, r
circular air cavity d
residual PDMS layer
--- __-- surrounding PDMS support structure
Figure 2.3: When pressure is applied perpendicular to the plane of the circular mem-
brane, it deflects. The naxinum deflection, Wmax, occurs at the center of the circular
membrane. This figure is not drawn to scale.
The maximum deflection, Wmax, at the center of a circular membrane of radius
r, is given by,
(5 + v) q r'
Wmax=,(24
64 (1+ v) D
where q is the pressure distributed uniformly over the circular membrane surface,
D is the flexural rigidity of the membrane, and v is the Poisson's ratio for gold (v
= 0.42).
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The flexural rigidity of the membrane, D, in Equation 2.4 is given by,
E ha
D =- E (2.5)
12(1 - v 2 ) '
where E is the modulus of elasticity of gold (E 78 GPa), h is the thickness of
the gold membrane, and v is the Poisson's ratio for gold.
For an applied pressure of 10 psi, using the device geometries stated above for
a 3.7 pF air cavity with surrounding PDMS supports, substituting q = 10 psi, r =
0.5 mm and h = 140 nm into Equations 2.4 and 2.5, yields a maximum deflection
of 11.8 meters-a displacement that is significantly in excess of the air gap height
and is, therefore, an unphysical result. Instead, a maximum deflection of about 150
nm is desired to reduce the likelihood of membrane rupture. Therefore, in order to
decrease the maximum deflection of the gold membrane, the radius of membrane
needs to be reduced by two orders of magnitude, the pressure applied needs to be
reduced, and the flexural rigidity of the gold membrane needs to be increased by
increasing the thickness of the gold membrane to about 200 nm. Thus, if h = 200
nm and the applied pressure, q, varies between 2 psi to 10 psi, the radius of the
gold membrane needs to be between 7 tm and 10 vm for a maximum membrane
deflection of 150 nm under the applied pressure. However, reducing the radius of
the gold membrane from 0.5 mm to 10 rm greatly reduces the area of the variable
capacitor that consists of the air cavity. The capacitance, Cdevice, of the air cavity
and the surrounding annular PDMS supports is reduced by about three orders of
magnitude to 2.1 fF as the radius of the cavity is reduced from 0.5 mm to 12.5
min. This means that when the membrane deflects by 150 nm, only ~6.8 x 10-1 F
of capacitance change results. We require around 0.1 pF of capacitance change
for the same amount of deflection when 2 psi to 10 psi of pressure is applied.
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Since capacitances add up in parallel, the changes in capacitances also add up.
Thus, a multitude of these smaller air cavities can be arranged in parallel with
each other to achieve the desired change in capacitance for ~150 nm of deflection
under applied pressure. The air cavities can be electrically connected in parallel
by covering them with a common gold film electrode. About 1500 of the above-
modeled air cavities are needed in parallel with each other to form a single pressure
sensor that is capable of providing a net 0.1 pF of capacitance change in response
to a 150 nm membrane deflection in each of these 1500 cavities when 2 psi to 10
psi of pressure is applied.
It is necessary to pack all of these air cavities in as small a space as possible in
the PDMS spacer layer atop the ITO-glass, in order to minimize the non-active
capacitance due to the PDMS supports surrounding these air cavities. An efficient
way to pack circular air cavities in a two dimensional plane is to use hexagonal
close packing with a certain amount of fixed spacing between the perimeters of
each of the air cavities, as shown in Figure 2.4. The gold film covering the air
cavities has a parallelogram shape so that it can completely cover the maximum
number of cavities while minimizing the capacitance from the surrounding PDMS
spacer layer.
A 32x32 array of hexagonal-close-packed 1024 air cavities (each with a radius
of 12.5 m) with -a spacing, s, of 5 vm between the cavities, will have a total
capacitance of 2.7 pF. A MEMS device comprising 1024 cavities will give a total
of approximately 0.07 pF capacitance change when the gold membrane deflects
uniformly by 150 nm. This 32x32 array will have a total area of 0.79 mm 2 ,
including the PDMS supports in between the air cavities. A 16x 16 array of 256
hexagonal-close-packed air cavities will a total area that is a quarter the area
of a 32x32 array. As a result, the capacitance of a 16x 16 array with the same
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Gold film ZHexagonal-close-packed
circular air cavities in PDMS
Figure 2.4: We can group many small air cavities together in a PDMS substrate and
electrically connect them in parallel by covering them with a common gold film electrode.
The gold film is a parallelogram in shape so that it can completely cover the maximum
number of air cavities while minimizing the capacitance from the surrounding PDMS.
The figure is not drawn to scale.
cavity radius and inter-cavity spacing (as a 32x32 array) will have a capacitance
that is a quarter of the capacitance of a 32 x 32 array. A 16 x 16 array will give a
total of approximately 0.0175 pF of capacitance change when the gold membrane
deflects by 150 nm. For the initial device fabrication run, a 12.5 vm cavity radius
(r), and a 5 vm inter-cavity spacing (s) is selected. These devices are used as a
proof of concept and their characterization will enable more accurate modeling
and fabrication of subsequent devices.
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Chapter 3
MEMS Fabrication on PDMS
Spacer Layers
3.1 Photolithography Transparency Masks
The first step in the device fabrication process involves making the transparency
masks that define the device (pressure sensor) geometries. These masks are used in
ultraviolet (UV) photolithography for patterning photoresists. UV photolithog-
raphy is used for making SU-8 masters, which are in turn used as molds for
patterning the PDMS transfer pad and the PDMS spacer layer on the ITO-glass
pick-up stamp. SU-8 is a negative photoresist. The portion of SU-8 resist that is
exposed to light becomes insoluble to the SU-8 photoresist developer, propylene
glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA). The unexposed portion of the SU-8
resist is dissolved away by the SU-8 developer. Two different transparency masks
are made.
Mask A is designed to mold raised parallelogram mesas on the PDMS transfer
pad. Thus, Mask A has dark parallelogram regions of varying areas. These dark
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parallelogram regions on the mask result in parallelogram troughs in the SU-
8 master, that in turn form raised parallelogram mesas on the PDMS transfer
pad. Mask A has dark rhombuses of two different areas-0.79 mm 2 and 0.1975
mm 2 . The internal angles of these rhombuses measure 600 and 120' to maximize
the number of hexagonal-close-packed air cavities completely covered by each
rhombus. Mask A is printed at a resolution of 5080 dpi by PageWorks (Cambridge,
MA).
Mask B is designed to form circular air cavities in the PDMS spacer layer that is
spun onto the ITO-glass stamp. Thus, cylindrical pillars need to be formed in the
corresponding SU-8 master. Therefore, Mask B has transparent circular regions
in a dark background. The transparent circles of 12.5 vm radius are hexagonal-
close-packed with a minimum spacing of 5 im between adjacent circles. Mask B
is printed at a 65024 dpi resolution by FineLine Imaging (Colorado Springs, CO).
3.2 SU-8 Master Molds
SU-8 photoresist (MicroChem Corp., SU-8 3010) is spun onto two different silicon
wafers separately to fabricate the SU-8 master molds for the pick-up stamp and the
transfer pad. SU-8 photoresist is poured onto each silicon wafer and the wafer is
spun at 1000 rpm such that the SU-8 covers the entire surface of the wafer. These
wafers with the SU-8 layers are then spun at 3000 rpm for another 30 seconds,
after which they are soft-baked on a hot plate at 95 'C for 5 minutes. Next, the
wafers are allowed to cool for 2 minutes before being placed in an Amergraph UV
exposure unit with either Mask A or Mask B placed on top of the SU-8 photoresist
layer, with the mask emulsion in contact with the SU-8 layer. Mask A is used
to make the SU-8 masters for the transfer pad and Mask B is used to make the
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SU-8 masters for the pick-up stamp. The SU-8 photoresist is then exposed to UV
light. After UV exposure, the wafers are baked on a hot plate for 2 minutes. The
wafers are then immersed in SU-8 developer solution (PGMEA) for 4 minutes
and agitated. After that, the wafers are sprayed with PGMEA for 10 seconds to
rinse off residual SU-8, and with isopropanol for another 10 seconds to remove
PGMEA. The wafers are dried with nitrogen and hard-baked for 3 hours at 150
C on a hot plate to get the resulting SU-8 masters. Following the hard bake, both
SU-8 master molds are silanized with trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane
(Sigma-Aldrich) to ensure easy removal of the cured PDMS [1].
3.3 Pick-up Stamp Substrates
Next, an indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass slide is cleaned using the standard
substrate cleaning procedure: sonication in Micro-90 for 5 minutes, followed by
sonication in deionized water twice for 5 minutes each, followed by sonication in
acetone twice for 2 minutes each, and followed by immersion in boiling isopropanol
twice, for two minutes each. The ITO-glass slide is then blown dry with nitrogen
and treated with oxygen plasma for 5 minutes. The pick-up stamp is fabricated by
spinning uncured PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Co.), mixed in a 10:1 base-
to-curing-agent ratio by weight and degassed under vacuum, onto the silanized
SU-8 master with cylindrical pillars (made using Mask B). The conducting side
of the ITO-coated glass slide is then pressed firmly onto the spun PDMS atop
the SU-8 master. The resulting structure is then placed in an oven at 60 C for
4 hours to cure the PDMS between the SU-8 master and the ITO-glass. The
pick-up stamp with circular air cavities in the cured PDMS layer is then removed
from the SU-8 master.
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Figure 3.1: An optical microscopy image of a pick-up stamp before pick-up of gold
membrane. Each circular air cavity in the PDMS layer is about 12.5 im in radius, and
there is a spacing of at least 5 im between the perimeters of adjacent cavities.
3.4 Transfer Pad with Raised Mesas
The transfer pad is fabricated by pouring PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Co.),
mixed in a 10:1 base-to-curing-agent ratio by weight and degassed under vacuum,
onto the silanized SU-8 master with parallelogram troughs, in a Petri dish. The
PDMS is then cured in an oven at 50 *C for 6 hours. The cured PDMS transfer pad
is then peeled from the SU-8 master. This transfer pad has raised parallelogram
mesa structures that rise above the plane of the PDMS substrate (refer to Figure
3.3). The mesas aid with the patterning and transfer of the gold electrodes because
thermal evaporation is a line-of-sight process, and it is not conformal.
After the curing process, the transfer pad is exposed to oxygen plasma (100W,
Plasma Preen, Inc.) for 30 seconds, after which a 90 nm thick organic release layer
of N,N'-diphenyl-N,N'-bis(3-methylphenyl)-(1,1'-biphenyl)-4,4'-diamine (TPD, Lu-
minescence Technology Co.) and a 140 nm or 150 nm thick layer of gold are
deposited in sequence via thermal evaporation [1] onto the transfer pad to define
the gold electrodes on the parallelogram mesas of the transfer pad. The thin
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gold film, vacuum-evaporated on top of the parallelogram mesas, breaks along the
sharp edges of the mesas, hence, defining a gold film in the shape of the parallel-
ogram. Therefore, the raised areas on the transfer pad define, with sub-micron
resolution, the shape of the gold electrodes that are lifted-off onto the pick-up
stamps because it is the raised areas that come into conformal contact with the
pick-up stamp.
493.58!~
Figure 3.2: An optical microscopy image showing a raised parallelogram PDMS mesa
on a PDMS transfer pad, before TPD and gold are evaporated on it. The gold electrode
picked-up from this mesa will cover about 256 circular air cavities, each of radius 12.5
tm. The same transfer pad also has bigger parallelogram mesas that have areas that are
four times larger than the area of the mesa shown above.
3.5 Contact Lift-Off Transfer
Following the thermal evaporation, the pick-up stamp with circular air cavities is
brought into contact with the gold film on the mesas of the transfer pad, and is
rapidly lifted-off to peel away and transfer the gold film onto the stamp such that
the parallelogram gold films cover the air cavities and form the top electrode of
the pressure sensors, as shown in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 shows scanning electron
micrographs of the SU-8 master mold, the transfer pad parallelogram mesa, the
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pick-up stamp, and the transferred gold film. Figure 4.2 shows optical microscopy
pictures of one of the devices fabricated using the described process.
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Pick-UD Stamo Fabrication . Transfer Pad Fabrication
PDMS is spun onto the SU-8
master with cylindrical pillars.
ITO-coated glass is brought
into contact with the PDMS.
The PDMS is then cured at
60 *C for 4 hours.
Pick-up stamp with air cavities
is removed from the SU-8
master mold.
The PDMS transfer pad with
raised mesas is made using a
SU-8 master. It is then treated
with 02 plasma for 30 seconds.
The organic release layer
(TPD) is thermally evaporated
onto the transfer pad.
The metal electrode (gold) is
thermally evaporated on top of
the organic release layer.
Transfer Process
apid lift-off
Pick-up stamp is brought into
conformal contact with gold
film on transfer pad.
Pick-up stamp is lifted away
from transfer pad rapidly to
transfer gold film.
D PDMS Glass Gold film
SU-8 ITO Organic release layer
Figure 3.3: The process flow for the contact lift-off mesa-transfer micro-contact printing
process. The drawings above are not to scale.
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Figure 3.4: Scanning electron micrographs of (a) the SU-8 master mold, (b) a corner of
the transfer pad parallelogram mesa with an organic film and a gold film evaporated on
top, (c) the cavity-patterned PDMS spacer layer of the pick-up stamp, and (d) the edge
of a transferred gold film bridging the air gaps in the PDMS spacer layer of the pick-up
stamp.
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Chapter 4
PDMS Spacer Layer Device
Characterization
Devices fabricated using the contact lift-off mesa-transfer process described in
Chapter 3 have sharper gold film electrode edge definition than the devices fabri-
cated using the shadow-masking process. The mesa-transfer process reduces the
edge roughness of the gold electrodes to less than 1 Im, as shown in Figure 4.1.
Additionally, the process demonstrates the ability to fabricate electrodes with
sharp corners. Figure 4.2 shows a photomicrograph of a pressure sensor with two
sharp corners fabricated using the mesa-transfer process.
The mesa-transfer process also has a qualitatively higher device yield than the
shadow-masking process. The yield in the mesa-transfer process itself is affected
by the depth of the air cavities in the PDMS spacer layer between the gold and
the ITO electrodes. Devices with air cavity depths greater than 9 im have higher
yield than devices with cavity depths less than 2 ym, because in the latter devices
the gold film comes into contact with, and sticks, to the PDMS at the bottom
of the air cavities during the contact-printing step, just before lift-off, hence,
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(a) Gold
Figure 4.1: Optical microscopy images contrasting the edge definition of devices fab-
ricated using the old shadow-masking process and the new mesa-transfer process. a)
Gold electrode of the MEMS device fabricated using shadow-masking. The edges of the
electrode have poor definition. b) Gold electrode of the MEMS device fabricated using
mesa-transfer. The edges of the electrode are much sharper and have sub-micron edge
roughness.
permanently deforming the device.
The electromechanical performance of the fabricated devices is also character-
ized. The fabricated devices are actuated electrically to demonstrate that the gold
membrane above the air cavities can deflect in response to a voltage applied be-
tween the gold membrane (the top electrode) and the ITO (the bottom electrode).
As the applied voltage increases, the electrostatic force of attraction between the
top and bottom electrode increases, causing the gold membrane bridging the air
cavity to deflect more and, hence, decrease the distance between the electrodes.
The decrease in the distance between the two electrodes results in an increase in
the capacitance of the device, allowing mechanical deflection to be sensed elec-
trically. The mechanical deflection of the membrane in response to electrostatic
actuation mimics the mechanical deflection of the membrane in response to pneu-
matic loading. Thus, electrostatic actuation of the device is a convenient method
for its electromechanical characterization.
A device comprising a 32 x 32 array of 1024 air cavities (in PDMS) covered by a
single gold electrode, is actuated with an Agilent 4156C Precision Semiconductor
Parameter Analyzer to perform quasi-static capacitance-voltage (QSCV) measure-
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Figure 4.2: An optical microscopy image of the pressure sensor fabricated using the
contact lift-off mesa-transfer process. The gold parallelogram is the pressure sensor.
Sags are visible in the gold membrane above the circular cavities. About 1024 circular
cavities are covered by this parallelogram gold membrane which is about 140 nm thick.
The mesa-transfer process enables the printing of sharp corners, with sub-micron edge
roughness. The underlying PDMS on ITO-Glass is patterned with 25 Im diameter
circular cavities with about 5 im to 7 im spacing between the circles. The circular
cavities are arranged in a hexagonal-close-packed pattern.
ments. Electrical contact with the device electrodes is made using a compliant
probe tip and gold wire. The gold-wire probe tip contacts the gold membrane of
the device. The compliant probe tip contacts the ITO layer of the device which is
exposed by scratching away some of the PDMS on the pick-up stamp. A voltage
is applied between the top and bottom electrodes and increased in steps of 1.0 V.
The resulting capacitance of the device is measured as a function of the applied
voltage.
The results of the QSCV measurements over three runs on the same device
are shown in Figure 4.3. The increase in the capacitance of the device with
increasing voltage indirectly demonstrates deflection of the gold membrane, which
bows under the electrostatic force to decrease the gap spacing over the air cavities
in the PDMS spacer layer, thus increasing the capacitance.
Gold membrane deflection under electrical actuation is viewed from the back of
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the device, through the transparent, ITO-coated glass substrate, using an optical
microscope. As the voltage is increased, the membrane deflects towards the glass
substrate. The membrane pulls in at voltages greater than 90 V, as shown in
Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Three capacitance-voltage sweeps for a single device. The approximate
two-fold increase in the capacitance of the device with voltage indirectly demonstrates
deflection of the gold membrane, which bows under the electrostatic force to decrease
the gap spacing over the air cavities in the PDMS spacer layer, thus increasing the
capacitance.
Profilometry is performed to measure the device dimensions. A contact pro-
filometer is used to measure the depths of the air cavities and the thickness of the
residual PDMS layer within the air cavities. The profilometer-measured distance
between the top and bottom electrodes (modeled as the parameter d in Chapter
2), is 15.4 pm-nearly three times larger than the modeled value. Additionally,
the residual PDMS layer is 5.6 vm thick-almost twice as large as the modeled
value, t = 3 tm. Thus, lack of control over the PDMS spacer layer thickness
leads to the cavity depth, and the residual PDMS thickness being much greater
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Figure 4.4: Optical microscopy images of gold membrane deflection under electrical
actuation, as the voltage applied is increased. The membrane is being imaged from the
back of the device, through the transparent, ITO-coated glass substrate. The membrane
pulls in at voltages greater than 90 V.
than anticipated. In order to effect the same device capacitance change at lower
voltages, the thickness of the PDMS layer, d, needs to be decreased by decreasing
the thickness of the SU-8 resist used to make the SU-8 master. The thickness, t,
of the residual PDMS layer in the cavities also needs to be decreased in order to
increase the device capacitance change at lower voltages.
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Chapter 5
Contact-Transfer Printed MEMS
Membranes on Silicon Dioxide
The aforementioned capacitive MEMS devices fabricated by contact-printing 140
nm thick gold membranes onto patterned polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) sub-
strates suffer from high actuation voltages and minimal membrane deflection un-
der bias, due to difficulty in controlling the thickness of the PDMS dielectric layer.
Additionally, a viscoelastic spacer layer between the top and bottom electrodes
lacks robustness and is susceptible to ambient parameters. Therefore, it is worth-
while to explore the contact-printing of metal electrodes on materials such as
silicon and silicon dioxide because the thickness of dielectric spacer layers of these
materials can be precisely controlled, down to the sub-micron regime. Decreasing
the spacer layer thickness can enable the low power operation of contact-printed
sensors and actuators. Moreover, the ability to contact-print suspended metal
membranes directly onto silicon-based substrates will enable this contact-printing
technology to complement existing integrated-circuit fabrication technologies to
effect low-cost fabrication of large-area arrays of MEMS devices. Furthermore,
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silicon and silicon-based spacer layers are more stable and less porous than vis-
coelastic PDMS spacer layers. This could potentially enhance the lifetime of the
printed MEMS devices.
5.1 Prior Work and State of the Art
The adhesion of gold films to silicon or silicon dioxide is observed to be significantly
weaker than that of gold films to PDMS. The contact-printing approach discussed
in prior chapters failed to effect repeatable transfer of gold films onto patterned
silicon dioxide surfaces without any modifications to the process. A variety of
thin-film transfer methods from literature were also considered. However, most
of these methods demonstrated the transfer of metallic films with thicknesses less
than 100 nm, and onto planar substrates without any patterned cavities or gaps.
The efficacy of chemical-bonding aided transfer methods is significantly reduced
when the receiving substrate is extensively patterned with recessed gaps or cavities
for MEMS applications. This is because patterning of the substrate considerably
reduces the effective surface area of the substrate available for chemical bonding
with the metallic film on the transfer pad. A substrate with hexagonal close
packed, 25-km-diameter circular cavities with 30 im center-to-center distance, as
discussed in the preceding chapters, has an effective bonding surface area that is
64% less than that of a planar, non-patterned substrate.
Covalent-bonding-aided additive transfer of 25 nm thick, non-deflectable metal
films onto non-patterned silicon substrates was demonstrated by Loo et al. [8]. In
that study, the transferred gold films were only 20 nm thick, and were coated with
a 5 nm thick titanium layer to enable covalent bonding between the film and the
substrate via a condensation reaction between the oxide-forming titanium layer
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and the silicon-based substrate, such as PDMS or plain silicon. Additionally,
these membranes were transferred onto planar, non-patterned, rigid and flexible
substrates and, as a result, deflection of these membrancs was not reported.
Metal films have also been selectively lifted-off to pattern cathodes for organic
light-emitting devices via cold welding [9]. A patterned silicon stamp is coated
with a 5 nm thick chromium layer, followed by a 15 nm thick silver layer. This
stamp is brought into conformal contact with a 50 nm thick Mg:Ag alloy cathode
(deposited atop a stack of organic layers) covered with a 40 nm thick silver layer.
290 MPa of pressure is applied to ensure conformal contact between the cathode
layer and the metal layer (on the stamp), and to assist in the formation of a
metallic junction between the two atomically flat surfaces. The stamp is then
lifted-off to remove metal from the cathode layer in areas of conformal contact
with the stamp, hence patterning the cathode layer. Cold welding has yet to be
used to demonstrate the fabrication of suspended metal membranes for MEMS
applications.
5.2 The Acetone-Assisted Contact-Transfer MEMS
Fabrication Process
As discussed in the preceding section, it is difficult to transfer ~100 nm thick
gold films from a transfer pad onto a cavity-patterned silicon or silicon-dioxide
spacer layer, even after the chemical modification of the spacer layer surface via
silanization with thiols. Hence, in addition to spacer layer surface silanization,
the contact-printing process discussed in the preceding chapters is modified by
using acetone to dissolve the underlying organic (TPD) film on the transfer pad
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to effect the repeatable transfer of gold films from the transfer pad onto a cavity-
patterned silicon dioxide spacer layer. This novel acetone-assisted contact-transfer
method successfully transfers 110 nm to 140 nm thick gold films onto patterned
silicon dioxide dielectric spacer layers to form MEMS capacitors. This method
enables finer control of the dielectric layer thickness, and reduces it to 400 nm
for the initial demonstration. Additionally, repeatable maximum deflection of the
printed membranes is increased six fold, to ~150 nm, at 15 V actuation, which is
about a third of the voltage reported for the PDMS spacer layer devices of similar
geometries [1].
5.2.1 Device Design
The device structure consists of circular cavities in a silicon dioxide dielectric
layer that sits atop a doped silicon substrate. The cavities are bridged by a gold
membrane that forms the deflectable top electrode. Complying with the contact-
transfer process limits, the area of the deflecting membrane is reduced to a circular
region of 27 pm diameter. Additionally, in order to produce a detectable sound
pressure level under actuation, many such deflectable regions are combined in
parallel, by printing a large gold electrode that covers about 1000 cavities. These
cavities are arranged in a hexagonal-close-packed pattern to minimize the non-
active capacitance from the silicon dioxide supports. Hence, the gold electrode is
parallelogram-shaped to maximize the number of cavities covered for any given
area. Moreover, the large gold electrode serves to demonstrate the ability to
fabricate large membranes. The variable capacitance MEMS structure can be
used to produce sounds or sense pressure as the gold membrane of the structure
deflects in response to applied voltage or applied pressure.
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5.2.2 Pick-up Stamp Substrates
The pick-up stamp is fabricated by cleaning a doped silicon wafer in Piranha
solution. This wafer forms the back electrode of the device. A 400 nm thick silicon
dioxide layer is deposited on the wafer using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD). Hexamethyldisilazane is then applied to the oxide layer.
Photoresist is spun on the oxide layer and pre-baked at 90'C for 35 minutes. The
photoresist is then exposed to UV light in a mask aligner and exposure unit, using
a transparency mask. Following exposure, the photoresist is developed and dried.
The resulting photoresist layer has circular patterns, with the underlying SiO 2
exposed; see Figure 5.1. The exposed SiO 2 is dry etched in tetrafluoromethanc
(CF 4 ) in a reactive ion etcher, forming circular cavities, about 27 vm in diameter.
A thin layer (~30 nm) of SiO 2 is not etched in the cavities to provide an insulating
layer between the gold membrane and the bottom electrode. The photoresist is
ashed in 02 in the reactive ion etcher as well.
The wafer is cleaned using acetone, and then in a basic Piranha solution (1:1:3,
NH 40H:H2 0 2 :H2 0) for 45 minutes to make the patterned silicon dioxide surface
hydrophilic for silanization. After the Piranha clean, the wafer is rinsed with
deionized water, blown dry using nitrogen, and cleaved into smaller slides, ap-
proximately 1 cm 2 in area. These slides are then placed in a 0.001:1 (by volume)
solution of 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (Sigma-Aldrich) and ethanol at 80
C for 24 hours to silanize the silicon dioxide surface such that thiol groups stick
out of the oxide surface, enhancing the adhesion of gold to the oxide. Upon
silanization, these pick-up stamp slides are sonicated in isopropanol for 5 min-
utes, and then blown dry using nitrogen, immediately prior to the transfer step.
A contact profilometry scan of the cavity-patterned silicon dioxide pick-up stamp
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is shown in Figure 5.2.
5.2.3 Transfer Pad with Raised Mesas
The transfer pad fabrication for the acetone-assisted contact-transfer process is
similar to that for the PDMS spacer layer device fabrication. It is listed here
with appropriate parameter modifications for completeness. The master mold
that defines the transfer pad geometry is fabricated using SU-8 photoresist. The
photoresist is spun onto a clean silicon wafer. The wafer is then pre-baked on
a hot plate at 95 C for 5 minutes. Next, the wafer is cooled for 2 minutes
before being placed in a UV exposure unit with a transparency mask on top of
the photoresist layer, with the mask emulsion in contact with the photoresist.
The photoresist is exposed to UV light, after which, the wafer is baked at 95 C
for 2 minutes. The photoresist is developed by immersing the wafer in propylene
glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA) for 4 minutes and agitating. Next, the
wafer is sprayed with PGMEA and isopropanol in sequence, for 10 seconds each,
to rinse off residual SU-8 and PGMEA, respectively. The wafer is blown dry with
nitrogen and hard-baked for 3 hours at 150 C on a hot plate. Following the hard
bake, the SU-8 mold is silanized with trichloro(iH,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane
(Sigma-Aldrich) to ensure easy removal of the cured PDMS [1], thus completing
the reusable-master-mold fabrication.
The transfer pad fabrication begins by mixing PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corn-
ing Co.), in a 10:1 base-to-curing-agent ratio by weight, and degassing it under
vacuum. The PDMS is then poured onto the silanized SU-8 master in a Petri
dish, and cured in an oven at 60 'C to 70 *C for 6 hours. The cured PDMS pad
is peeled from the SU-8 master. This pad has parallelogram-shaped mesa struc-
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tures that rise above the plane of the PDMS substrate and aid the patterning
and transfer of the metal electrodes since thermal evaporation is a line-of-sight
process; see Figure 5.1. After curing, the PDMS transfer pad is exposed to oxygen
plasma for 35 seconds, after which a 70-90 nm thick organic release layer of N,N'-
diphenyl-N,N'-bis(3-methylphenyl)-(1,1'-biphenyl)-4,4'-diamine (TPD, Lumines-
cence Technology Co.), and a 110-140 nm thick layer of gold are deposited in se-
quence via thermal evaporation onto the transfer pad to define the gold electrodes
on the mesas of the transfer pad [11]. Since the gold film vacuum-evaporated on
top of the parallelogram mesas is much thinner than the height of the mesas, it
breaks along the sharp edges of the mesas, defining a gold film in the shape of the
mesas with sub-micron resolution. This gold film is then lifted-off onto the pick-
up stamps due to conformal contact between the raised mesas and the pick-up
stamps during the transfer process.
5.2.4 Contact Lift-Off Transfer
To initiate the gold membrane transfer following the thermal evaporation, 50 iL of
acetone is applied to a ~1 cm 2 area on the transfer pad to dissolve the TPD layer
underneath the parallelogram-shaped gold membranes. Most of the dispensed
acetone is allowed to evaporate. The pick-up stamp is then placed in contact
with the gold membranes, which are still resting on the mesas of the transfer
pad, but which now adhere to the MPTMS treated pick-up stamp, and are lifted-
off. The transferred parallelogram-shaped gold membranes with sub-micron edge
definition cover the circular air-cavities in the stamp, forming the top electrode of
the MEMS device, as shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 5.1: The process flow for the acetone-assisted, contact-transfer MEMS printing
process on silicon-based substrates. The drawings above are not to scale.
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Figure 5.2: A contact profilometry scan of the pick-up stamp. The pick-up stamp
consists of a 400 nm thick silicon dioxide spacer layer on a silicon substrate. The sili-
con dioxide spacer layer is patterned with circular cavities in a hexagonal-close-packed
arrangement.
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Chapter 6
Silicon Dioxide Spacer Layer Device
Characterization
The ability of an area of gold membrane transferred onto a patterned silicon
dioxide surface to function as an acoustic MEMS device depends on the number
of cavities covered by the gold membrane over which the membrane has not sunk
in permanently due to the fabrication process. Application of excessive pressure
during the contact-transfer process results in the gold membrane over some cavities
coming into contact with the bottom of those cavities, and sticking to it, perhaps
due to the presence of MPTMS in the cavity wells or due to acetone-enabled
stiction. Devices in which 0% to ~90% of the gold-covered cavities are functional
have been fabricated repeatedly via this process. It is expected that the yield
of the process increases with the thickness of the silicon dioxide spacer layer, as
noticed with the PDMS spacer-layer devices 111].
The electromechanical performance of the device membranes is characterized
via optical interferometry. The fabricated devices are electrically actuated using a
gold-wire probe tip to contact the gold membranes of the devices. As the voltage
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Figure 6.1: Optical microscopy image of a -0.8mm2 area gold membrane MEMS device
printed on silicon dioxide using the acetone-assisted contact-transfer process.
applied between the gold membrane (the top electrode) and the silicon substrate
(the bottom electrode) is varied, the resulting deflection of the membranes is
profiled using an optical interferometer (Wyko NT9100, Bruker Nano Inc.). As
the applied voltage increases, the electrostatic force of attraction between the
flexible top electrode and the rigid bottom electrode increases, causing the gold
membrane suspended over the air cavity to deflect more, as shown in Figure 6.2.
As the voltage increases from 1 V to 5 V, the deflection is small. The deflection
becomes much larger as the voltage increases beyond 6 V. The maximum deflection
of a 125±15 nm thick gold membrane over circular cavities, each about 27 vm in
diameter, is approximately 150 nm at 15 V, for most cavities, as shown in Figure
6.4. Maximum deflection of 200 nm has also been observed for 125±15 nm thick
membranes over some cavities, as shown in Figure 6.2c. Membrane deflection is
not uniform over all of the cavities, as shown in Figure 7.9. At any particular
voltage, the deflection of the membrane is smaller over cavities adjacent to other
cavities over which the membrane has sunk in permanently due to the fabrication
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process. This could be due to the fact that when a gold membrane sinks into
a cavity and sticks to the cavity walls during fabrication, it is stretched beyond
its elastic limit, and in turn, the resulting strain produces tension in the gold
membrane over the adjacent cavities, as discussed in Chapter 7, Section 2. This
tension opposes the motion of the membrane due to the electrostatic force when
a voltage bias is applied, hence, decreasing the deflection of the membrane over
the surrounding cavities at that applied bias.
The deflection profiles in Figure 6.2a are single interferometry measurements,
resulting in noisy deflection profiles. However, 13 different diametrical deflection
profiles of a membrane over a single cavity under 15 V actuation are plotted and
averaged to show the mean deflection profile in Figure 6.2b. The averaging of the
deflection profiles reduces the measurement noise from the optical interferometer.
Additionally, a 15 Hz sinusoidally-varying voltage of 15 V peak-to-peak ampli-
tude is applied to the device to demonstrate that this large maximum membrane
deflection is a repeatable deflection, as shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.2: Deflection profiles of gold membranes under electrostatic actuation, ob-
tained via optical interferometry. The height values shown above are offset by about 60
nm due to the presence of transparent oxide in the cavity reference region used by the
interferometer. The deflection values, however, are absolute, i.e., about 60 nm should
be subtracted from each point on each deflection curve above. (a) Deflection of the
membrane increases as the voltage applied between the membrane and the Si substrate
increases. (b)13 different diametrical deflection profiles (inset: interferometry image) of
a membrane under 15 V actuation, are plotted and averaged to show the mean profile.
(c) Gold membrane deflection over multiple cavities covered by a single membrane, as
the voltage is increased from 1 V to 15 V.
Figure 6.3: Optical interferometry images of several cavities under 15 V peak-to-peak
amplitude sinusoidal voltage actuation at 15 Hz, taken at 30* phase intervals. Membrane
deflection for only one half of a sine wave is shown in this figure. Each cavity is about
27 rm in diameter.
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Figure 6.4: A 3-D image of a gold film deflected over circular cavities, obtained using
optical interferometry. The maximum deflection of the gold film is about 150 nm in the
center, under 15 V bias. The diameter of each circular cavity is about. 27 Vm.
6.1 Analysis
6.1.1 Determining Young's Modulus
The membranes have a repeatable maximum deflection, wo, that usually exceeds
the thickness, h, of the membranes over the range of applied mechanical pressures
or voltages, as shown in Figure 6.2a. Therefore, the theory of bending of plates
that is valid for deflections much smaller than the thickness of the plates is inap-
plicable here. Instead, gold membrane deflection is modeled by using the energy
method, as outlined in [7]. We assume that the shape of the deflected membrane
can be modeled by a profile, w (r), that is obtained by applying a spatially-uniform
pressure, where
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72)2
w(r) = wo 1I - ; (6.1)
r is the radial distance from the center of the cavity of radius a, and w is the
deflection of the membrane at r. Figure 6.5 shows the fit of the deflected membrane
profile, obtained via interferometry at 15 V applied bias (from Figure 6.2a) to
Equation 6.1. This good fit implies that the radially-varying electric pressure
can be approximated as an effective uniform pressure which, in turn, is used to
calculate the Young's modulus, E, of the gold membrane. Assuming a 30 nm
thick SiO 2 dielectric insulating layer in the cavity, for a 125±15 nm thick gold
membrane, E is 74±17 GPa. The uncertainty in the derived value of E comes
from measurement uncertainty in h, and, hence, in h-3. The Young's modulus of
gold often quoted in literature is 79 GPa.
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Figure 6.5: Equation 6.1 fitted to the profile of a deflected membrane at 15 V bias,
obtained via optical interferometry.
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6.1.2 Potential Sound Pressure Level Output
One possible application of the MEMS device fabricated above is microspeakers
for earphones and hearing aids. Its acoustic response or sound pressure level
(SPL) is modeled by assuming that the dimension of the device and the ear cavity
is smaller than the wavelength of sound at audible frequencies. This results in
the sound pressure produced by the device being distributed uniformly in the ear
cavity. Thus, the SPL generated by the device is given by [12]:
SPL = 20 logio ( ) (dB) , (6.2)
(Pre5 V
where Po is the atmospheric pressure, Pref = 20 Pa, Vo = 2 cm 3 is ear cavity
volume, and |A VI is the volume of air displaced by the deflecting membrane.
Therefore, the greater the membrane deflection, the higher the SPL generated. For
a 0.8 mm 2 device (as shown in Figure 6.1) with 1024 functional cavities in a 400
nm thick SiO 2 spacer layer, we estimate the generated SPL to be approximately
45 (B, assuming 15 V operation and using the deflection profile in Figure 6.2a to
calculate the volume of air displaced, |A VI. Instead, if uniform deflection of the
membrane (150 nm) is assumed, then the expected SPL estimate is 52 dB-but
this estimate probably has a larger error due to the parallel-plate deflection profile
assumption. Earphones need to produce a minimum of 90 dB SPL, which can
potentially be achieved with a ~135 mm 2 gold membrane printed on a 400 nm
thick silicon dioxide spacer layer, and actuated at 15 V. The SPL generated can
be increased by increasing the cavity diameter, and by increasing the transferred
membrane area. Fortunately, the membrane area required to produce any given
SPL decreases with increasing voltage. Moreover, the pull-in voltage of these
devices can be increased by increasing the silicon dioxide spacer layer thickness.
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This increases the cavity depth, and hence increases the distance the membranes
can deflect before pulling in, resulting in a higher SPL production. However, this
implies higher operating voltages, as demonstrated in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 7
Quality of Contact-Printed Films on
Silicon-based Substrates
7.1 Surface Roughness of Transferred Gold Films
The surface roughness of gold membranes transferred via acetone-assisted contact-
transfer printing is investigated via optical interferometry. 125±15 nm thick gold
films are transferred on to planar silicon substrates without any patterned fea-
tures. Prior to film transfer, the silicon substrates are cleaned using the substrate-
cleaning procedure outlined in Chapter 3, Section 3. Gold films are contact-printed
onto the planar substrates using the contact-transfer printing process with mod-
ified parameters, as outlined in Chapter 8. Most of the transferred gold films
are wrinkle-free, and they lie parallel to the substrate onto which they are trans-
ferred. However, some of the transferred gold films exhibit wrinkling due to the
out-of-plane folding of these films, during the transfer step. These films could be
wrinkling due to the non-uniformity of the pressure applied prior to the lift-off
step. Currently, the entire process of acetone application, pressure application,
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and lift-off is being done manually. Uniform transfer of planar films without wrin-
kling could potentially be achieved using a tool that applies uniform pressure
across the entire substrate simultaneously, prior to lift-off. The successful transfer
of films onto planar, unpatterned substrates also confirms that the transfer of gold
films onto silicon-based substrates, both patterned and unpatterned, is not due to
the entrapment of acetone in the cavities.
An optical interferometer (Wyko NT9100, Bruker Nano Inc.) is used to obtain
the surface profile of the transferred films, at varying magnifications, for different
regions on the films. The interferometer outputs an average of nine scans for each
region. The number of scans to average is specified by the user, and the averaging
of scans reduces the noise in the measurement due to the interferometer apparatus
itself.
A 630 vm x 473 im region of a gold film transferred onto a planar silicon
substrate, without any tilt correction, has an average surface roughness of 9.24
nm and a root mean square roughness of 11.45 nm, as shown in Figure 7.1. The
average surface roughness of the same region decreases to 1.94 nm, and the root
mean square roughness decreases to 3.03 nm when tilt correction is applied, as
shown in Figure 7.2. Tilt correction enables more accurate values of film surface
roughness to be obtained because the error in absolute height values of the gold
film surface due to interferometer stage tilt, or due to any substrate unevenness,
is reduced.
The interferometer image in Figure 7.2 shows that the roughness of the trans-
ferred film increases due to the presence of micron-sized 'specks' on the film, each
about 50-60 nm in height. These specks are distributed throughout the film and
they could be residue from acetone processing prior to the lift off step. When ace-
tone is added to the transfer pad, it dissolves the organic TPD layer underneath
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Figure 7.1: An optical interferometry image of a 630 .m x 473 m.un region of a gold film
transferred onto a planar silicon substrate, without any tilt correction. This region of
the transferred film has an average surface roughness of 9.24 nm and a root mean square
roughness of 11.45 nm.
the gold film on the transfer pad. It is possible that as the acetone evaporates,
the dissolved TPD crystallizes as several tiny crystals underneath the gold film,
and some of these TPD crystals are then transferred along with the gold film,
resulting in the specks seen in the interferometer image.
It is also possible that the specks in the interferometer image are due to the
dust particles that have accumulated on the transferred film surface over time.
The interferometer images in Figures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 were taken 77 days after the
film had been deposited and transferred. Additionally, it can be speculated that
the substrate cleaning procedure outlined in Chapter 3, Section 3, is inadequate,
and that it results in films being transferred onto substrates with dust particles.
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Figure 7.2: An optical interferometry image of a 630 pim x 473 pLm region of a gold film
(as shown in Figure 7.1), with tilt correction applied. The average surface roughness of
the same region decreases to 1.94 nm, and the root mean square roughness decreases to
3.03 nm when tilt correction is applied.
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The transferred 125 nm thick gold film then ends up following the uneven surface
of the substrate due to the presence of these particles, resulting in the measured
roughness.
An area of a transferred gold film about 3.5 times larger (1.2 mm x 0.87 mm)
than the one shown in Figure 7.2, has a slightly larger average surface roughness
of 2.27 nm and a larger root mean square roughness of 3.61 nm, as shown in
Figure 7.3a. The average surface roughness of the transferred film decreases to
1.32 nm and the root mean square roughness decreases to 1.60 nm when a 50 pm
x 48 im large, speck-free region is examined, as shown in Figure 7.3d. Therefore,
contact-transfer printing enables the transfer of large area, near-atomically-flat
gold films with relative ease, for a variety of applications.
7.2 Defects in Gold Films Transferred onto Cavity-
Patterned Substrates
Gold films transferred via contact-transfer printing onto silicon-based substrates
with cavity-patterned silicon dioxide spacer layers, are not defect-free. Two main
types of defects are observed, as shown in Figure 7.4. The analysis of these defects
is done on a 125±15 nm thick gold film transferred over ~1 im deep cavities in a
silicon dioxide spacer layer on a silicon substrate.
7.2.1 Irreversible Stiction of Gold Films to Cavity Sidewalls
and Cavity Bottom
The transferred gold film sinks into, and sticks to the cavity walls, over some
of the cavities in the spacer layer, during the transfer process. This process is
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Figure 7.3: Optical interferometry images of the same transferred gold film taken at
different magnifications. (a) A 1.2 mm x 0.87 mn region of a transferred gold film with
an average surface roughness of 2.27 nm and a root mean square roughness of 3.61 nm.
(b) A 319 m x 239 Lm region of the same film with an average surface roughness of
1.81 nm and a root mean square roughness of 3.03 nm. (c) A 630 Vm x 473 Lm region of
the same transferred gold film with an average surface roughness of 1.94 nm and a root
mean square roughness of 3.03 nm, as shown in Figure 7.2 also. (d) A 50 Vm x 48 Vm
subregion of the film in (c) that is largely free from processing residue or specks. The
average surface roughness of this subregion is reduced to 1.32 nm and the root mean
square roughness is reduced to 1.60 nm.
irreversible and the film usually does not recover over these cavities. The collapse
of the gold film, and its subsequent stiction to the cavity walls could be occurring
due to excess acetone use prior to the contact-transfer step during fabrication.
It can be speculated that some of the acetone on the transfer pad that has not
evaporated, gets trapped between the gold film and some of the cavities in the
spacer layer, when the substrate is brought into contact with the film on the
transfer pad. The trapped film of acetone wets the cavity bottom and the gold
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Figure 7.4: An optical interferometry image of a gold film contact-printed onto a cavity-
patterned silicon dioxide spacer layer. Two main types of defects are observed. The gold
film collapses over some cavities as it sticks to the cavity sidewalls and to the cavity
bottom. This collapse of the gold film causes it to stretch irreversibly. The uncollapsed
gold film over a cavity is excessively stretched when that cavity is surrounded by other
cavities over which the gold film has collapsed. The excessive stretching causes the gold
film to take on a peculiar shape, best described as a 'ridge' surrounded by a 'basin' on
either side. The direction of the ridge is determined by the direction of excessive tension.
Therefore, the ridge usually runs between two cavities with collapsed gold films, as shown
above. If a cavity is surrounded by more than two cavities with collapsed membranes,
then the direction of the ridge over the 'sandwiched' cavity is offset to account for the
excessive tension from the surrounding collapsed-membrane cavities.
film. When pressure is applied prior to the lift-off step, the gold film on the
relatively-compliant viscoelastic transfer pad comes into contact with the cavity
bottom on the rigid substrate, and sticks to it. Figure 7.6 shows a cross-section
profile of a gold membrane that has sunk in over one of the cavities in the spacer
layer, obtained using optical interferometry. The profile of the gold membrane
follows that of the cavity, and it is nearly vertical over the cavity circumference,
as shown in Figure 7.5 as well. Additionally, the vertical distance from the gold
membrane on top of a silicon dioxide support (in between adjacent cavities) to
the gold membrane at the bottom of a cavity is about 950 nm, as indicated in
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cross-section profile in Figure 7.6. This implies that the gold membrane sinks all
the way to the bottom of the cavity. Since the gold membrane is only 125± 15 nm
thick, and since it has to span the entire surface area of a ~27- m-diameter circular
cavity, the membrane stretches-irreversibly-as it sinks over a cavity and covers
its entire exposed surface. The surface area of a taut gold membrane suspended
over a 27-km-diameter circular cavity is about 13% smaller than the total surface
area of the same cavity that needs to be covered when a gold membrane sinks into
it. In order to cover this excess area as it sinks over a cavity, the gold membrane
stretches and, as a result, it pulls on the membrane region suspended over the
adjacent cavities.
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Figure 7.5: An optical interferometry image of a gold film that has collapsed over one
of the cavities during the fabrication process. The thin green ring near the perimeter of
the cavity indicates that the sunk-in gold film is nearly vertical at the cavity perimeter,
as corroborated by the cross-section profile in Figure 7.6.
It is noticed that the region of the gold film that has sunk into a cavity cannot
be "popped" back up using electrostatic force. A gold-wire probe is brought into
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Figure 7.6: Cross-section profiles of a gold membrane that has collapsed over a cavity
during the fabrication process. The vertical distance from the gold membrane on top
of a silicon dioxide support (in between adjacent cavities) to the gold membrane at the
bottom of a cavity is about 950 nm, as indicated above. This implies that the gold
membrane sinks all the way to the bottom of the cavity.
contact with the gold film, and it is electrically grounded. Another gold-wire
probe is then brought directly above the collapsed film region, but this probe is
not in electrical contact with the film. A voltage is applied to the latter probe
that hovers above the collapsed film region. The voltage is increased to 100 V.
However, the electrostatic force between the gold-wire probe and the gold film is
not enough to release the collapsed film. It can be speculated that the collapse of
the gold film irreversibly stretches it beyond its elastic limit, making it difficult
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for the film to recover into a suspended state above the cavity.
7.2.2 Excessive Stretching of Gold Membranes over Cavi-
ties
The aforementioned collapse of the gold film over cavities leads to a second type
of defect observed in the transferred films. If a cavity is surrounded by other
cavities over which the gold film has collapsed, then the gold film above this
'sandwiched' cavity stretches and deforms into the shape shown in Figure 7.7.
The deformed shape consists of a central 'ridge' that spans the diameter of the
cavity, and the ridge is in turn surrounded by a depressed 'valley' or 'basin' on
either side. For the cavity shown in Figure 7.7, the highest point on the ridge rises
about 200 nm above the planar surface of the gold film and the deepest point in
the basins is about 300 nm below the planar surface of the gold film resting on
the silicon dioxide supports, as shown in Figure 7.8. The maximum heights and
depths of the ridges and the basins differ from one sandwiched cavity to the next.
Furthermore, the direction of the ridge depends on the direction of the surrounding
cavities with collapsed gold film regions, as shown in Figure 7.4. The gold film
over a 'sandwiched' cavity deforms into the ridge and basins shape because of the
cylindrically-asymmetrical tension exerted on either side of the gold film (over
the sandwiched cavity) due to the strain resulting from the collapse of the film
in the adjacent cavities. The deflection of these taut and deformed regions of the
gold membrane over the 'sandwiched' cavities has yet to be characterized under
applied bias.
Both of the aforementioned defects decrease the total number of cavities over
which the gold membrane can deflect repeatedly. This leads to a compromised
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Figure 7.7: Optical interferometry images of an over-stretched gold film over a 'sand-
wiched' cavity, as shown in Figure 7.4. The cavity shown is surrounded by two cavities
(not shown) over which the gold film has collapsed during the fabrication process. (a) A
2-D image of the sandwiched cavity. (b) A 3-D image of the sandwiched cavity obtained
using interferometry data to highlight the elevated regions (the ridge) and the depressed
regions (the basins) of the over-stretched gold film. The ridge spans the diameter of the
cavity, and the two surrounding cavities over which the gold film has collapsed, are at
either end of the ridge, as indicated by the points A and A' on the figure.
overall device performance. For example, if the device is to be used for sound-
producing applications in earphones and hearing aids, then the larger the number
of aforementioned defects, the smaller the value of the sound pressure level pro-
duced. Additionally, a collapsed region of a gold membrane decreases the amount
that the gold membrane can deflect over the adjacent cavities, at a given applied
voltage, as shown in Figure 7.9. This further decreases the sound pressure level
output. The membrane examined in Figure 7.4 is actually able to produce audible
sound pressure levels, as discussed in Chapter 8. This means that the device will
still function in the presence of the aforementioned defects, but not at the optimal
performance level. Furthermore, the performance of the device will decrease as the
number of these defects increases. This is in contrast to conventional capacitive
MEMS devices where stiction usually results in complete device failure.
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Figure 7.8: Cross-section profiles of the over-stretched gold membrane across a sand-
wiched cavity, as discussed in Figure 7.7. The profile in red is across the basins and the
ridge of the gold membrane, showing that the ridge rises about 200 nm above the planar
surface of the gold film and that the deepest point in the basins is about 300 nm below
the planar surface of the gold film resting on the silicon dioxide supports. The profile in
blue is across the length of the ridge.
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Figure 7.9: (a) Optical interferometry image of a gold membrane deflected over 400 nm
deep cavities under 15 V applied bias. The white line indicates the cavities for which
the deflection is plotted in (b) over various applied voltages. This line of cavities (A-E)
is next to a cavity over which the gold membrane has collapsed due to fabrication, as
indicated by 'X'. (b) Gold membrane deflection over multiple cavities as the voltage
applied is increased from 1 V to 15 V. The deflection of the gold membrane over a cavity
(E) next to a collapsed-membrane cavity (X) is significantly smaller than that of the
membrane over cavities (A-D) further away from the collapsed-membrane cavity.
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Chapter 8
A Prelude to Contact-Printed
Acoustics
As shown in Chapter 6, Section 1.2, it is essential to fabricate MEMS devices
by transferring gold films of areas larger than 1mm 2 , in order to produce the
sound pressure levels (SPL) required for microspeaker applications in earphones
and hearing aids (>90 dB SPL). The acetone-assisted contact-transfer method
discussed in Chapter 5, Section 2, has low yield, and it necessitates the applica-
tion of a relatively large amount of pressure, prior to the substrate lift-off step.
Hence, the contact-transfer method specified in Chapter 5 is not suitable for the
transfer of larger-area gold membranes using the parameters specified in that chap-
ter. Therefore, some of the contact-transfer fabrication parameters are modified
to effect the successful, repeatable transfer of large area gold membranes, with
significantly higher yields.
1. PDMS transfer pad curing time
The curing time of the PDMS transfer pad, before it is peeled from the SU-8
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master, is increased from 6 hours to about 37±4 hours at 60 'C. Increasing the
curing time increases the stiffness of the PDMS mesas [131114], and this enables
the delamination and transfer of films deposited on the mesas, with greater case,
and with the application of a relatively smaller amount of pressure, prior to lift
off.
2. Silane concentration for substrate surface silanization
The surface of the silicon dioxide spacer layer is chemically treated with silanes
to enhance the adhesion of gold films to the SiO 2 surface, as discussed in Chapter
5, Section 2.2. The concentration of 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS,
Sigma-Aldrich) is increased from 0.001:1 by volume (in ethanol) to 1:5 by volume
(in 2-propanol). Increasing the silane concentration increases the silane coverage
of the silicon dioxide surface [15][16][17], hence, increasing the surface density of
thiol groups on the silicon dioxide surface. This enhances the adhesion between
the gold films on the transfer pad, and the silicon dioxide spacer layer, prior to
lift-off.
3. Silanization time and temperature
The silanization time of the silicon-based substrates in MPTMS is increased
from 24 hours to ~33 hours. The silanization temperature is increased from 80
*C to 97±2 C. The silanization temperature and time are increased to effect a
greater coverage of the silicon dioxide surface by the silane.
4. Silicon substrate cleaning prior to silanization
The silicon substrates with cavity-patterned silicon dioxide spacer layers are
cleaned using the standard substrate cleaning procedure outlined in Chapter 3,
Section 3. After cleaning, the substrates are treated with oxygen plasma for 5
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minutes, to generate dangling bonds and hydroxyl groups on the surface of the
silicon dioxide layer [18]. These hydroxyl groups bond with the methoxy groups
on the MPTMS molecules during the silanization procedure via a condensation
reaction.
The hydrophobicity of the silicon-based substrates increases after the MPTMS
silanization, as confirmed by contact-angle measurements with water droplets.
The acetone-assisted contact-transfer process with the aforementioned modi-
fied parameters results in the successful repeatable transfer of large area, 125t15
nm thick gold films onto cavity-patterned silicon dioxide spacer layers, and onto
bare silicon substrates. In comparison to the parameters discussed in Chapter
5, the modified parameters enable the transfer of gold films onto silicon dioxide
substrates with greater ease, and with the application of significantly less pressure
(a light tap of tweezers on the substrate resting atop the transfer pad) prior to
the lift-off step.
Membranes ~12.5 mm 2 and ~3.2 mm 2 in area are repeatedly transferred onto
cavity-patterned silicon dioxide spacer layers using contact-transfer with the afore-
mentioned fabrication parameter modifications, as shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2.
These membranes are up to 15 times larger than the ones transferred via the
original acetone-assisted method discussed in Chapter X. The -12.5 mm 2 area
films cover approximately 16000, ~27- m-diameter circular cavities, and the ~3.2
mm2 area films cover approximately 4000, ~27-pm-diameter circular cavities. The
qualitative yield (the area of gold picked-up and transferred per substrate) also
increases significantly due to the aforementioned fabrication parameter modifi-
cations. Figure 8.2 shows two approximately 0.5"x0.5" silicon substrates that
are extensively covered in gold films transferred by the modified acetone-assisted
contact-transfer process.
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The effectiveness of the modified acetone-assisted contact-transfer process for
transferring films smaller than 3.2 mm2 in area has yet to be demonstrated.
Figure 8.1: Photographs of large area gold membrane devices fabricated on cavity-
patterned silicon dioxide substrates via acetone-assisted contact-transfer printing with
increased transfer pad curing time and spacer layer silanization time, increased silane
concentration, and increased silanization temperature. (a) A large area gold membrane
covering about 16000, 27-pm-diameter cavities, in a single-sensor geometry. (b) and (c)
Arrays of large area gold membranes, each covering about 4000, 27-pm-diameter cavities.
Figure 8.2: Photographs of two approximately 0.5"xO.5" silicon substrates that are
extensively covered in gold films transferred via the modified acetone-assisted contact-
transfer process. The yield (the area of gold picked-up and transferred per substrate)
increases significantly due to the modification of transfer pad fabrication and spacer
layer silanization parameters.
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8.1 Sound Production
The aforementioned ~12.5 mm2 area gold film capacitive MEMS devices are elec-
trically actuated to demonstrate sound production within the human auditory
range. The silicon dioxide spacer layer in these devices is ~1 im thick. The back
of the substrate (silicon) is electrically grounded. A gold wire probe is brought into
contact with the gold film atop the cavity-patterned silicon dioxide spacer layer,
as shown in Figure 8.3. The output of a waveform generator (Tabor Electronics,
Model WW2074) is fed to a high voltage amplifier (TEGAM Inc., Model 2350).
The signal from the high voltage amplifier is then fed to the gold wire probe in
contact with the gold film. A sinusoidally-varying voltage is applied to the device.
The frequency and the peak-to-peak amplitude of this signal are varied.
* Signal gold-wire Deie Gold-wire probe
probe Deie to g round
Silver paste
Figure 8.3: The electrical setup for preliminary sound production tests. The signal
is being applied to the contact-printed device from the waveform generator via a high
voltage amplifier. Electrical contact to the device is made using soft gold wire probes.
Silver paste is used to improve electrical contact between the device substrate and the
grounded aluminum foil.
Sound emitted by these capacitive MEMS devices is heard predominantly for
4 kHz to 13 kHz input frequencies. The loudest sound is produced at ~12 kHz
input frequency. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the input signal is between 65 V
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Figure 8.4: The far-field beampattern for an unphased, two-dimensional, rectangu-
lar array of sound producing elements obtained by computing the 2-D discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) of the rectangular array. The narrow main lobe in the beampattern
suggests that the loudest sound is heard on-axis, that is, directly above the gold film of
the contact-printed device.
and 85 V. The sounds produced can be heard easily by a normal, human adult
at a distance of ~7 cm from the device. Since the area of the sound producing
element, that is, the gold film, is very small, the sound produced is very directional.
The far-field beampattern for an unphased, two-dimensional, rectangular array of
sound producing elements, as shown in Figure 8.4, suggests that the loudest sound
is heard on-axis (6 = 0), directly above the gold film of the device.
Further characterization of sound production by these devices in an anechoic
chamber is planned. However, from the aforementioned preliminary sound pro-
duction data, it is evident that these contact-printed devices are suitable for mi-
crospeaker applications in earphones and hearing aids. Since the gold film in these
devices was 125±15 nm thick, the loudest sounds were heard primarily in the tre-
ble range. The frequency response of these devices can be improved to enable
sound production in the lower human auditory range (bass, < 2 kHz) as well, by
increasing the transferred film thickness.
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A flat-frequency-response sound-producing device can potentially be achieved
by transferring a graded film with varying thickness. If the film thickness varies
continuously across the film length, multiple cavities can be bridged by a single
film of varying thickness, as shown in Figure 8.5. Therefore in a single device,
each cavity or a group of cavities (of constant or varying diameters) ends up
being covered by a certain thickness (or a certain range of thicknesses) of the
same conducting membrane. A graded film has the potential to improve device
functionality in multiple ways:
" It could enable reversible transduction using the same printed device. A
single printed device could potentially be used as a sensor (microphone for
sound detection) or as an actuator (microspeaker for sound production),
without significant performance decrease in either mode.
" It could enable the printing of microphones and microspeakers as two sep-
arate devices on a single substrate, in a single printing step. The substrate
could be rigid (such as silicon or silicon dioxide) or flexible (polymeric or
viscoelastic substrates such as PDMS). Additionally, for hearing aid appli-
cations, microphones and microspeakers could potentially be printed, in a
single step, on two rigid substrates connected by a flexible substrate, such
that the sound picked up by the microphone in one direction can be relayed
to the microspeaker facing the opposite direction (the ear canal).
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Gold or metal film
of varying thickness
Gap
Dielectric Spacer Layer (eg: SiO2)
Figure 8.5: A cross-section schematic of a MEMS device with a contact-printed metal
film. The thickness of the film varies across the length of the film such that multiple
cavities or gaps are bridged by a single film of varying thickness. The bridged cavities
can be commonly actuated or each cavity can be addressed individually. The drawing
above is not to scale.
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Chapter 9
Avenues for Further Research
In addition to device improvements outlined in the previous chapter for acoustic
applications, there are several other areas where further progress can be made.
A multitude of MEMS devices, in addition to pressure sensors and microspeak-
ers, can be fabricated using contact-transfer printing on both rigid and viscoelas-
tic substrates. Furthermore, the contact-transfer printing process can be com-
bined with traditional integrated-circuit fabrication technologies to effect low-cost
printed MEMS on silicon-based rigid substrates with CMOS circuitry. Film ma-
terials other than gold can also be investigated to extend the class of devices that
are enabled by this printing technology. Some of these potential research avenues
are outlined in greater detail below.
9.1 Device Geometry
Contact-transfer printing of gold membrane electrodes of areas larger than 12.5
mm 2 needs to be demonstrated to determine the scalability limits of this printing
technology. Furthermore, large area membrane (> 4 cm 2 area) devices have the
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potential for speaker applications in portable consumer electronics, such as tablet
computers, and laptops. Devices with larger-area membranes are also capable of
producing a larger signal-to-noise ratio.
Additionally, the capacitance change (at any given applied bias) of devices
fabricated on PDMS substrates, as discussed in Chapter 4, can be increased by
decreasing the thickness of the PDMS spacer layer. This can be achieved by de-
creasing the thickness of the spun-on SU-8 resist used to make the SU-8 master.
The thickness of the residual PDMS layer in the cavities also needs to be decreased
in order to increase the capacitance change of the devices at lower voltages. The
thickness of the SU-8 resist can be decreased by diluting SU-8 with cyclopen-
tanone, prior to spinning it onto the silicon wafer. Dilution with cyclopentanone
makes the SU-8 resist less viscous, hence, enabling a thinner layer of the resist to
be spun on top of the silicon wafer.
9.2 Transfer of Films of Different Metals and Graphene
It is highly desirable to demonstrate the repeatable transfer of thin films of metals
other than gold. Various material properties (mechanical and optical) of different
metals can potentially be exploited to fabricate a wide range of MEMS devices in
addition to microspeakers, microphones, and pressure sensors. It is also valuable
to explore the contact printing of graphene electrodes onto rigid and flexible sub-
strates. Graphene electrodes printed atop patterned PDMS spacer layers on ITO
substrates can potentially function as optically-transparent MEMS devices.
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9.3 Stamping Apparatus
A stamping apparatus has to be developed to enable controlled application of force
during the stamping process. Additionally, the stamping apparatus should enable
micron-resolution placement of devices on substrates. The apparatus should rely
on the process flow discussed in Chapters 3 and 5, to stamp devices on a substrate
via controlled-force delamination. Optimally, the stamping apparatus should be
capable of multi-layered alignment to a specific origin to enable the stamping of
devices on substrates with specifically patterned electrodes that allow the address-
ing of specific sensors in an array.
9.4 Fabrication on Substrates with Patterned ITO-
Electrodes
An addressable array of sensors (or actuators) is essential for enabling the phasing
of these sensors. Therefore, it is necessary to be able to pattern electrodes on a
substrate such that the data from each individual sensor in an array can be read,
as shown in Figure 9.1.
One of the most difficult steps in characterizing the contact-printed devices is
making good electrical contact with the top gold electrode. Currently, gold wire
probes are used to make electrical contact with the gold films. However, placement
of these gold probes, and, hence good contact with the gold membrane, is very
sensitive to external disturbances, such as mechanical vibrations. For devices
fabricated on PDMS spacer layers, a potential solution is to pattern the ITO
layer on the glass substrate, prior to stamp fabrication. Patterning the ITO layer
enables both of the electrical contacts to be made onto the ITO layer itself. These
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contacts are more stable, and less vulnerable to external physical disturbances,
and to the deflection of the gold membrane. Similarly, for devices fabricated on
silicon dioxide spacer layers, the underlying silicon substrate could be replaced
with a glass substrate with patterned metal electrodes for addressing individual
cavities or groups of cavities.
Figure 9.1: An illustration of a large-area array of individually-addressable sensors (or
actuators) fabricated on a flexible substrate. Each element in the array can be addressed
via the row-selecting and column-selecting multiplexers.
9.5 Phased Arrays of Sound Sources and Beam
Steering
Our contact-transfer printing method enables the fabrication of thousands of po-
tentially individually-addressable MEMS devices, over large areas. Therefore,
the conventional cost, fabrication, and assembly barriers to achieving large-area
phased arrays of sensors and actuators are now significantly mitigated. An imme-
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diate demonstration would involve addressing individual cavities of the contact-
printed sound source discussed in Chapter 8, such that the beam of sound pro-
duced by the entire device could be steered to a multitude of directions via phasing
of the individual cavities.
9.6 Demonstration as Microphones
In addition to demonstrating deflection of the gold membrane under electrostatic
loading, it is essential to demonstrate the deflection of the gold membranes un-
der mechanical or pneumatic loading. These devices can potentially be used as
microphones. A simple demonstration of this capability can be accomplished by
attaching a current sensor to the contact-printed device to measure the current
that flows into and out of the device as the membrane deflects under acoustic
pressure, as shown in Figure 9.2, and as discussed in greater detail in Reference
[19].
MEMS
Microphone
out
VBIAS+
Figure 9.2: A simple current-sensing circuit implemented using an op-amp differentiator
to detect capacitance changes of the MEMS device in response to an incident sound
pressure wave.
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9.7 Manipulation of Light Incident on a Surface
The reflectivity of a substrate can be modified by covering it with the afore-
mentioned contact-printed membranes. The gold membranes of devices discussed
in Chapter 6, exhibit both specular and diffused reflection. When the gold mem-
branes are unbiased, and undeflected, the surface of the device is relatively smooth
in regions where the membrane has not collapsed into the cavities. Any light shin-
ing on the device is reflected directionally, and the surface appears glossy due to
specular reflection.
Interestingly, the reflectivity of the device surface can be changed by applying
low voltage biases. When a voltage is applied between the gold membrane and
the bottom silicon electrode, the electrostatic attraction between the membrane
and the bottom electrode causes the electrode to deflect towards the bottom elec-
trode. The greater the voltage applied, the greater the deflection. As the mem-
brane deflects, the overall roughness of the device surface increases because of the
deflected membranes over the cavities and the undeflected membranes over the
support structures. This rough surface results in light being reflected in varying
directions, and the surface appears matte due to diffused reflection. More specifi-
cally, when the surface of the membrane is uneven, the path difference-between
the light reflected from the top of the support structure, and from the deflected
membrane over the cavity-results in the reflected light interfering at the observer.
When the path difference is large enough, the specularly reflected light intensity
is low due to significant interference, hence, producing an effect similar to that of
a rough surface scattering incident light in various directions. As shown in Fig-
ure 9.3, h is the minimum uniform deflection of the membrane necessary for the
printed metal surface to meet the Rayleigh criterion for rough surface conditions
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(reduced specular reflection). Table 1 shows the minimum membrane deflections
necessary (for incident light of different wavelengths) to meet the Rayleigh crite-
rion at various incidence angles. Membrane deflections greater than those specified
in Table 1 will result in diffused reflection. The SiO 2 spacer layer devices discussed
in Chapter 6 are able to achieve these deflections at 15 volts or less. These de-
vices can potentially function as reconfigurable-reflectivity surfaces for angles of
incidence up to 670 for 550-nm-wavelength light. The range of incidence angles
can be further increased by simply increasing the thickness of the dielectric spacer
layer.
Figure 9.3: When the deflection, h, of the metal membrane is large enough, a significant
portion of the reflected light intensity decreases due to interference, thus making the
membrane covered surface appear rough. The devices discussed in Chapter 6 are able
to achieve deflections that are large enough to produce the aforementioned effect for a
wide spectrum of visible light, for angles of incidence up to 60*.
The roughness of the surface can be further increased by patterning the under-
lying spacer layer with cavities of different shapes and areas, resulting in sharper
deflection profiles for membranes over non-circular cavities. The ability to print
these thin metal membranes on both flexible and rigid substrates enables the po-
tential demonstration of sensor skins with analog, electronically-controllable re-
flectivity. Additionally, by patterning the underlying electrodes, different regions
of the metal membranes can be deflected by different amounts, hence enabling the
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skin to exhibit spatially-varying reflectivity that can be reconfigured in real time
using appropriate application specific integrated circuits.
Moreover, a substrate with a cavity-patterned spacer layer that is covered with
these printed membranes can conceivably act as a directional mirror if the elec-
trodes underneath the spacer layer are patterned as shown in Figure 9.4. The
membrane can be made to deflect asymmetrically by switching on only one of
the two electrodes underneath the membrane. The asymmetrical deflection of
the membrane would cause the normal of the reflecting surface to rotate, hence
changing the direction in which most of the light is reflected. The device shown
in Figure 9.4 has three electronically-controlled digital states. This implies that
it can specularly reflect light in three different directions. The number of digi-
tal directions that such a mirror has can potentially be increased by increasing
the number of electrodes. The aforementioned MEMS device with electronically-
controllable asymmetrical metal membrane deflection can be used to implement
large area digital light processing systems for light projection applications.
Table 9.1: The minimum uniform deflection of metal membranes needed to make a
reflecting surface appear rough through diffused reflection, for red, green, and blue light,
at different angles of incidence of light.
n AMinimum deflection, h, needed for Rayleigh roughnessIncidence Angle, i : 680 nm (R) X 550 nm (G) X 420 nm (B)
300 98 nm 79 nm 61 nm
450 120 nm 97 nm 74 nm
600 170 nm 137 nm 105 nm
850 975 nm 789 nm 602 nm
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When electrode A is switched on When electrode B is switched on
(and B is off) (and A is off)
Figure 9.4: The blue arrows represent incident light and the black arrows represent
reflected light. The metal membrane can be made to deflect asymmetrically by switching
ON only one of the two electrodes, A or B. The asymmetrical deflection causes the normal
of the reflecting surface to rotate, hence, changing the direction in which the incident
light is reflected. The degree of asymmetrical deflection can be increased or decreased by
increasing or decreasing the voltage applied to the ON electrode. When both electrodes
are switched on or switched off, most of the incident light is reflected back in the incident
direction.
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